
Santa Sack Pattern



Santa Sack
Fabric Requirements: 1 Biggie panel.
                                1-1/2 Yards of coordinating fabric. 

Makes 3 Sacks}
For each Santa Sack - Cut the following:  Includes 1/4” seam allowance.
From panel - fussy cut (1) 13-1/2” x 23-1/2“ rectangle.
From coordinating fabric:  Cut (1) 13-1/2” x 23-1/2” rectangle for back.
                                        Cut (2) 18” x 6” strips for casing topper.
                                        Cut (1) 2-1/2” x WOF strips for ties.

Instructions:
1.  Casing Toppers - Fold in sides and fold in half and press fabric so it measures 
3” x 12-3/4”.  Do with both casing pieces and set aside.

2.  Bag Assembly - Assemble first seam on bag by sewing right hand side seam of 
front of bag to back with right sides of fabric together.  Press and open flat. 

3.  Attach Casing - Lay topper on front of bag with right sides together and raw 
sides matching at top, coming close to but not over lapping center seam of 
bag panel.  Stitch in place making sure to catch topper at same time.  
Repeat for back topper.

4.  Add Channels to Casing - Flip casing toppers up and press.  On topper sew 
1” down from top and 1” up from bottom to create channel that you will use
for threading the ties.  Do this for both casing toppers.

5.  Bag Assembly Continued - Fold bag in half, right side touching and sew up
left side and bottom making sure NOT to catch topper in side seam.  Trim
and turn right side out.

6.  Create Ties - Using 2-1/2” x WOF strip create ties by folding length of fabric
to center and than fold close and stitch along length.  Cut in half to get (2)
2” x 22” ties.  Thread ties one at a time from opposite sides and back to same
side from opposite topper.  Knot on each side to prevent pulling loose.
 

*This pattern can be used for all Cori Dantini Biggie panel designs.


